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Soon, Jimmy’s ward was crowded with doctors in white coats.
The top oncologists from the entire Mayo Center gather here.
Those who can enter the ward, without exception, are the heads of the various departments
and the laboratory leaders, and those with lower ranks can only stand in front of the large
glass windows outside the ward and watch.
Everyone has heard that a huge miracle has occurred in the ICU. The son of FDA executive
Smith has obtained a huge therapeutic effect because of a Chinese traditional Chinese
patent medicine. It is said that he has to monitor all the process of continuing to take the
medicine, so No one wants to miss this opportunity to witness the miracle with their own
eyes, or to witness the rumors with their own eyes.
At this time, with the help of his mother, Jimmy swallowed a pill in his mouth.
The pill melts in the mouth again.
Jimmy was surprised and said, “Mom, that pill will melt in your mouth… faster than cotton
candy!”
Smith said with a look of surprise: “This medicine should not have that good water solubility,
how can it become full after taking it?”
Jenny ignored him and couldn’t wait to ask her son: “Jimmy, how do you feel?”

The attending doctor also said quickly: “Yes, Jimmy, try to clearly describe how you feel.”
Jimmy thought for a while, and said: “I feel a little hot after the medicine is put into my
stomach, and then I feel that the pain in my body is better than before, and my head is not
so painful…”
At this time, the attending doctor’s assistant stared at the various data and indicators on the
instrument, and said in surprise: “Doctor, Jimmy’s various physical signs have been

significantly improved, and his blood oxygen, blood pressure, and heart rate have increased
again. Some, almost reaching the lowest value of normal children.”
The attending doctor swallowed his saliva and blurted out: “What kind of medicine can work
so fast? Adrenaline is not so fast…”
With that, he asked an expert in pharmacy around him, and said, “Dr. Matthew, based on
your professional level, would this medicine contain any hormones?”
Smith suddenly realized that, he blurted out: “Yes! It’s very possible! Their Huaxia
Pharmaceutical Factory likes to add chemical drugs or other effective ingredients of modern
medicine to Chinese herbal medicine ingredients!”
As he said, he hurriedly said again: “I think we should quickly take a sample from the pill and
send it to the laboratory for a good inspection!”
The pharmacy expert named Matthew held his chin and said with a puzzled face: “Judging
from such a fast effective cycle, it is indeed possible to contain some hormones, but my
understanding of existing hormones seems to be no hormones. It applies to Jimmy’s current
physical condition. If we wanted to have this hormone, we would have used it… I won’t wait
until now…”
Everyone looked solemn.
Because what Matthew said seemed to make a f*cking sense.
They had thought about all the treatments and rescue methods that they could think of, and
they had used all the methods that could be used more than once.
There is really no hormone that can play such a good positive effect.
Smith asked again: “Could it be that they discovered a hormone that we haven’t discovered
yet?”
Matthew said embarrassingly: “It stands to reason that it should not be possible. If they
really discovered or invented a new hormone with such a good effect, they could directly
register a patent and export this hormone to the world. , You said that this is enough for
them to make tens of billions of dollars a year, so why bother to pack this hormone in this
pill? It makes no sense!”

“F*ck…” Smith scratched his head and blurted out: “I have to admit, this thing confused
me…”
At this moment, Jimmy on the hospital bed said in surprise, “I can see things more and more
clearly! Mom! I can probably see your face clearly, Mom!”
“Really?!” Jenny was in ecstasy when she heard this, and tears kept falling.

